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Committee Members:
I experienced Service Alberta breaching my privacy and I continue to have concerns about
Alberta government handling of my personal information as well as that of my family members. I
submit that amendments to PIPA are long overdue including precisely stating consequences for
those who breach the provisions of PIPA.
Currently PIPA places too much trust in appointed people when they ought not to be so trusted
nor is it foolhardy to give any one appointed person so much power. I find a lot of abuse of trust
just going by without notice by those who should take note. I submit that people should have a
direct path back to the elected government in the legislature for victims to seek redress and it is
fool-hardy to leave us to the mercies of self-regulated professions for example and most of all
judges who are accountable to no one. The elected government is accountable to us while
those appointed to positions are accountable just to themselves. They do as they please. There
is a lot of abuse and unlawful use and disclosure of people’s information
My response to most of the questions is in the negative and I know of the PIPA inadequacies
based on experience. Much more needs to be done to protect Albertans. I specifically answer
no to questions 1-7; 9; 12-14 and 16-21 and I find the issues raised by questions 19 and 20
particularly galling and that makes them particularly related to this submission.
As suggested in my two paragraphs above I re-iterate the two suggested remedies above and
here submit again that this review provides the following to ordinary Albertans:
• State consequences precisely for breaching the provisions of PIPA and in doing so
employ use of mandatory language “must” rather than may (must be fined not may be
fined )
• Create a final avenue of redress to this legislature so Albertans can hold the elected
government accountable for violations of their right. Right now all that is just a farce with
the prevalence of misbehaviours and mis-conduct by those appointed to positions of
power under PIPA
Below is a background in which I lay out some personal experiences of abuse under PIPA.
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away for just getting old. No one observed or upheld the laws to protect
so having all these
laws as they are serve very little purpose if the people administering them are corrupt. Therefore
I submit revising this Act must include an avenue of redress right back to this legislature when
these laws are violated especially by those this legislature empowers. Victims cannot count on
judges, nor the Attorney General, nor any government appointed person. None of them is
accountable and they all close ranks when a stink starts
My experience with crooked social workers, doctors and nurses and others are well document in
Court of Queens’ Bench files. I am comfortable telling this committee that judges do not care
about the law and I think they find it entertaining when victims point them to the law and are
even more entertained about the abuse and plight of those with mental issues

